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Milnor link invariants and quantum 3-manifold invariants

Nathan Habegger* and Kent E Orr**

Abstract. Let Z(M) be the 3-mamfold invariant of Le, Murakami and Ohtsuki We show that
Z(M) 1 + o(ra), where o(n) denotes terms of degree > to, if M is a homology 3-sphere obtained
from S3 by surgery on an «.-component Brunman link whose Milnor ^-invariants of length < In
vanish

We prove a realization theorem which is a partial converse to the above theorem
Using the Milnor filtration on links, we define a new bifiltration on the Q vector space

with basis the set of oriented diffeomorphism classes of homology 3-spheres This includes the
Milnor level 2 filtration defined by Ohtsuki We show that the Milnor level 2 and level 3 filtrations
coincide after reindexing
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1. Introduction

The field of finite type 3-manifold invariants (also known as "perturbative quantum
invariants") has developed quite rapidly over the past two years A universal
invariant of 3-mamfolds, taking values m an algebra of Feynman diagrams, was
introduced by Le, Murakami and Ohtsuki [LMO] More generally, their invariant
is defined for a (3-manifold, frained-lmk) pair Here, universal means the invariant
has been "decoupled" from Lie algebras, l e it involves no other choice of data

Beginning with Ohtsuki [Oh], with subsequent important contributions of Ga-
roufalidis-Levme [GL1] and Garoufahdis-Ohtsuki [GO], the study of finite-type
3-manifold invariants culminated m the work of Le [Le] Le showed that the
LMO invariant, restricted to homology 3-spheres, was of finite type m the sense of
Ohtsuki Furthermore, m direct analogy with the universality of the Kontsevich
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integral for the Vassiliev filtration on links in the 3-sphere (see [B2] and [LM1]),
Le showed that for homology 3-spheres, the LMO invariant is also universal in the
sense that it factors any other finite type invariant

In [HM], G Masbaum and the first author investigated the relation between
finite type link invariants and Milnor's /^invariants of string-links (Milnor's
invariants had been shown earlier to be finite type string-link invariants [Bl], [Lin]
They showed that Milnor's invariants vanish if and only if the Kontsevich integral
(the universal finite type invariant of tangles) vanished in a quotient of the algebra
of Feynman diagrams This quotient is obtained by setting to zero those graphs
having homology Here the Milnor filtration of links, where a link lies in the nth
Milnor filtration if it has vanishing Milnor invariants of length < n, corresponds to
the degree of the first non-vanishing term in the "treelike" part of the Kontsevich
expansion They also proved realization theorems for Milnor's invariants and the
Kontsevich integral

This paper grew from an attempt to understand the Feynman diagrams with
homology and their relation to links and 3-manifolds It represents partial progress
towards that goal Roughly, the mam idea is to fracture a Feynman diagram into
contractible components Each such diagram is the first non-vamshmg part of
the Kontsevich integral of some link (by the realization result of [HM]) One then
pieces together links and 3-manifolds realizing the given Feynman diagram in an
amalgamation procedure defined in Section 7 (See in particular Theorems 7 1

and 7 3 This interplay, between a diagram and its contractible pieces, provides a
double edged sword from which vanishing results are proven as well (Theorem 6 5)

This paper is greatly indebted to the work of Le [Le] Both conceptually and

technically speaking, one may see our results as variations on the counting
arguments developed in [Le] and used to prove the universality of the Le-Murakami-
Ohtsuki invariant (See the Fundamental Known Results, parts (3) and (4) of
Section 5 Together with the recently discovered relationship, mentioned above,
between the "treelike" part of the Kontsevich integral and Milnor's invariants,
these techniques lead to more general realization and vanishing results for the
LMO invariant (For applications of these ideas to the computation of the LMO
invariant, see also [H2], [BH], [GH]

To express and motivate these results, we give a new bifiltration on the rational
vector space of integral homology 3-spheres, defined using Milnor's filtration on
links

We arrange this paper as follows Section 2 gives a brief description of the
universal invariant of Le, Murakami and Ohtsuki, as well as a few needed and
known results Many of the ideas from sections 3 and 4 can be found in Section
5 3 of [Le] In these sections, we establish the necessary technical tools for proving
our realization and vanishing theorems In particular, we define the notions of
the variation of a link, and introduce types of Feynman diagrams together with
some special lemmas about types Section 5 defines the aforementioned bifiltration
on the Q vector space of integral homology 3-spheres, and discusses its relation
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to known results on previously defined filtrations. Section 6 begins the heart
of the paper. Here we state and prove the vanishing result that says that the
LMO invariant of a certain sum of manifolds obtained via surgery, from a link
with vanishing Milnor invariants of high order, will live in high degree in the
corresponding algebra of Feynman diagrams. To prove this, we need what appears
to be a new lemma concerning Milnor's invariants of links and proven in a separate
appendix. Section 7 gives our main realization Theorems 7.1 and 7.3. These

may be interpreted as a partial converse to the vanishing Theorem 6.5. Some

applications will appear in the forthcoming paper [HO]. The paper concludes with
an appendix which reviews the definitions of Milnor's link invariants and states
some needed results regarding these profound invariants (mostly folklore, but a
few new). In particular, many of the known results about Milnor's invariants
work equally well for links in homology spheres, but have not appeared in this
form.

2. The universal finite type invariant

This section provides a brief review of the universal finite type 3-manifold invariant,
and some known results.

A tangle in a manifold M is a smooth compact 1-manifold X, and a smooth
embedding T: (X, dX) -> (M3, <9M3), transverse to the boundary. If X ]jf=1 It,
M _D2 x /, and the smooth embedding is fixed to be the obvious standard
embedding on the boundary, this is called a string link (see [LD] or [HL1]). More
generally, we may take M B, a homology 3-ball with a fixed identification (and
standard embedding) of the boundary with <9(_D2 x /), and we refer to such a

tangle as a string link in a homology ball. A framed tangle (resp., framed string
link) is a tangle (resp., string link) with a non-vanishing section of the normal
bundle. (N.b., if the 1-manifold is oriented, the homotopy class of this section
determines and is determined by a homotopy class of section of the frame bundle
of the normal bundle. Also, for a knot in a homology sphere, an isotopy class
of framing may be specified by an integer, known as the self-linking number or
writhe.) Note that tangles may have empty boundary, so that links (in particular,
the empty link) are special cases of tangles. By gluing a string link a C B, along
the boundary, with the trivial ^-component string link in _D2 x /, we have the
notion of the closure a of a, lying in the closure B of B, where B is the homology
3-sphere B Uqb (D x /). Every link in a homology 3-sphere is the closure of a

string link in a homology ball.
We refer the reader to [B2] [B3] for definitions and discussions of the (graded,

completed) Q-vector space A(X) of Feynman diagrams on the 1-manifold X.
Elements of A(X) are represented by linear combinations of vertex-oriented diagrams
XUF, subject to the AS and IHX relations. Here F is a uni-trivalent graph, whose
univalent vertices lie in the interior of X. It is customary to refer to the trivalent
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vertices of F as internal vertices and to the univalent vertices of F as external
vertices. It is also customary to refer to the components of X as solid, and to
the components of F as dashed,. The space A(X) is graded by the degree, where
the degree of a diagram is half the number of vertices of F. The degree n part of
A{X) will be denoted by An(X). Note that for X T]f=1I%, A{X) has a product
defined by stacking diagrams. In this case we often denote A(X) by A(£). An
inclusion of / in X defines an injection of *4(1) into A(X), and an action of *4(1)
on A(X), called connect summing. For X S*1, such an inclusion induces an
isomorphism of *4(1) with A(S^-), which thus inherits a product structure, which
is known to be abelian. For X 0, A{X) has a product given by disjoint union.

In [LM2], (see also [LM1]), T. Le and J. Murakami constructed an invariant

Z{T) G A{X), a version of the Kontsevich integral, for any framed g-tangle
T:X -> R2 x /. (This was denoted by Zf{T) in [LM2] and should not be
confused with its precursor Zf(T). See [LM2] for the définition of (/-structure, which
technically is necessary for the définition of Z. However, we suppress this from
the notation. In what follows, one may choose the standard (/-structure, where
needed.)

In [LMO], Le, Murakami and Ohtsuki give a 3-manifold invariant, called the
LMO invariant, defined as follows:

Here £}n> denotes the degree n part of £ G *4(0). L: Yit=i $} -^ S*3 is a framed link
such that surgery on L gives the 3-manifold M. Z{L) v®lZ{V) is obtained by
successively taking the connected sum of Z(L) with v along each component of L,
where v is the value of Z on the unknot with zero framing. U± is the trivial knot
with positive one and negative one framing, respectively. a± is the dimension of
the positive and negative eigenspaces of the linking matrix for the framed link L.

is a map, which reduces degree by ni, defined in [LMO].
We will need the following facts about the LMO and Kontsevich invariants.

In this paper we use the notation o(n) to denote terms of degree greater than or
equal to n.

Some Useful facts

1. LetT he a framed tangle. A change of framing o/±l onT results in a change of
Z(T) G A(X) by multiplying, along the appropriate component, by e ^, where
9 is the degree one diagram on a circle with a single dashed chord, ([LM1]
Theorem 3).
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2. For an (.-component string link a, Z(â) is the image, in *4.(LL=i St ofv^Z^a),
where V£ € •A(i) is obtained, from v by the map induced, from the projection of £

intervals to a single interval, ([LM2], Theorem 6.1). (N.b., Feynman diagrams
form a contravariant homotopy functor by sending a diagram to the sum of
diagrams obtained by lifting the univalent vertices lying on the target 1-mamfold
to their preimages.)

3. Z(U±) i/2e±^. (This follows from the definition and, the above two state¬

ments.)
4. v 1 + terms with > 1 internal vertices ([Le], Lemma 2.2).
5. Z is multiplicative, i.e., for integral homology ^-spheres M\,M2, one has

Z(M1#M2) Z(Mt)Z(M2), [LMO].
6. If T is any tangle, then Z{T) 1 + o(l). (This is easily seen for generators

of the monoid of tangles, and follows from the monoidal functor property of Z.
See [LM1].)

7. Ln{Z{U±)) (Tl)n + o(l), [LMO].

3. Variations of links

Many of the ideas in this section can be found in Section 5.3 of [Le].

Definition 3.1. Let a be an ^-component framed string link. For a subset S C

{1,... ,(}, let Ts(cr) be the string link obtained by replacing the ith component,
for each i G S, with the trivial string, lying above all the other strings and having
the same framing as the original. If S {i}, then we also denote ts by rt. If a' is a
sublink of a, then we set Ta> ts, where S {i\ i is an index of the sublink a'}.

Definition 3.2. For a framed link L and a collection of indices S, let ts{L)
be the link obtained by replacing those components with indices in S, by the
split trivial link with the same framing. We set T^iJJ) ts(L), where S

{i | i is an index of L' C L}.

Thus TS(â) TS(a).

Definition 3.3. Let A C {1,... ,(}. For an ^-component framed string link a,
define the A variation of a by,

For a link L, ö^(L) is defined analogously.
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Note that for a framed link JuL, with A {i \ i is an index of L},

ÖL(JUL) JJ(1 -r,)(JUL) XL,CL(-1)ILV(JUL).

For a closed 3-manifold M, [M] denotes its oriented diffeomorphism class.

Definition 3.4. Given a framed link L in a manifold M, we set

Here M(L') denotes the result of surgery along L'. We will also use the notation

if x T,txtLt is a formal linear combination of links, Lt C M.

We call a framed link in a homology sphere unit-framed if the self-linking
numbers of each component are ±1. We call a framed link admissible if it is unit-
framed and has vanishing pairwise linking numbers. The results below hold for
unit-framed links and in particular, for admissible links.

Note that surgery on a split unit-framed unknot does not change the diffeomorphism

type of the three manifold. Thus, if L' C L, and L\ V is a unit-framed link,
then [SZ{L')\ [#3(t(LVL,)(L))]. So for J C S3 a framed link with 53(J) M,
and L C (S3\J) C M, with L C S3 unit-framed,

(2)

)(JUL))]

Lemma 3.5. Let L C M be a framed, link in a 3-manifold, and, let J C S3 be a

link such that S3(J) M and such that L C (S3 \ J) C M. Assume that L C S3

is unit-framed. Let m be the minimal number of internal vertices in each nonzero

summand of Z(Ölo(Jq U Lq)), where (Jq U Lq) is (J U L) with zero framing
on each component. Then for all n, Ln(Z(ßi,(J U L))) o(^). Consequently

Proof. Recall that in applied to a diagram lUF, where X is a disjoint union of
circles, is a linear combination of trivalent diagrams V, each of which contains F

as a subspace. (It is obtained by gluing to F certain elements T™, and replacing
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each resulting circle component with the value —2n. See [LMO].) So the number
of vertices of each F' is at least the number of internal vertices of F. Hence the
number of vertices of each non-zero term of in(Z(ÔL(JUL))) is at least the number
of internal vertices of each non-zero term in Z(Sl(J U L)).

By Useful Facts 1 of Section 2, one computes Z(Öl(J U L)) from

Z(Sl(JoULo)) by connect summing with ven^ along the i-th component of JUL,
whose framing is nt. As this cannot decrease the number of internal vertices by
Useful Fact 4, this yields Ln(Z(6L(JL) L))) o(f

By equation (2) above,

Z([M,L]) (-1)^Z(S3(SL(J U L))).

Moreover, Zn{S^{6i,{J\JL))) is computed from Ln{Z{6i,{J\JL))) using equation (1).
The result follows from Useful Fact 7. D

4. Special types of Feynman diagrams

For each i G {1,..., £}, we have an inclusion j,/. A(£ — 1) —> A{£) and a projection
e,: A{£) —> A{£) onto the image of jt. Here, for a diagram £ X UF, X Yil=i !%¦>

representing a class in A{£) *4(LL=i 1%), we have

£ if F has no vertex on the ith component
0 otherwise.

For an £ component string link a, the operation t, is conjugate to the operation

Te(a), i.e., rt(a) ß~ (Te(ßtaß~ ))ßt, for a certain braid ß% inducing the
permutations, (£,£-1,... ,i). Thus, Z(Te(a)) =ee(Z(a)) (see [LM2], or [LMO]
Proposition 1.1) and, for i ^ £, Z(rt(a)) a'~ e£a\(Z(a)), where a't is the
operator which conjugates by Z(ßt) bt. Let at a'tst. Note that s^

Thus Zinia)) a-lela.l(Z(o)).
Define t%:A{£) -* A{£) by n

définition, we have that Z{r%{a)) Tt(Z(a)).

et

Define t%:A(£) —> A(£) by T£ e^ and, for i ^ £, r% a~ etat. Thus, by

Definition 4.1. Let X Tjf=i X%.

We say a diagram £ X U F is of type A C {1,... ,£} if F has at least one
vertex on X3, for all j & A.

£ XUF is said to be of degree (resp. tree, resp. loop) type n if each component
(resp. tree component, resp. component) of F has degree (resp. degree, resp. rank
of its first homology group) > n.

Lemma 4.2. Let X Ijf=i^- Let Ç X UT, Ç o(n), he of type A, of
degree type p, of tree type q and of loop type r. Let b G A{£) be groupltke. Then
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b£b~ £ + r\, r\ o(n +1), where r\ is a linear combination of terms XUF' of
type A, of degree type p, of tree type q and of loop type r.

Proof. In a complete Hopf algebra, grouplike elements are exponentials of primitives.

Note that for b exp(ß), b£,b~^ is given by Sfc>o ^t where (adß)°(x)

x, adß(x) ßx — xß and (adß)1 is the ith composition of adß with itself. Since ß
is primitive, ß o(l) and is a linear combination of terms with connected dashed

graph.
Observe that if one uses the STU relation to permute two univalent vertices on

distinct dashed components, this produces a third graph with one less univalent
vertex and one fewer component which contains subgraphs isomorphic to each of
the original dashed components. So if we expand the commutator ß^—^ß using the
STU relation to successively permute the univalent vertices of F with those of the
connected dashed graph of a term in ß, the result is a sum of terms each of whose
connected components of their dashed graphs contain as subgraph a connected
component of F. The result follows. D

Lemma 4.3. Let X Yit=l If I^t Ci X U Tt be of degree type pt, of tree

type qt and of loop type rt. Assume Y[Ci ts °f type A and that Y[Ci o{n). Then
(1 — Tj)(F|^j) (1 — ej)(F|^j) + r], where r/ o{n-\- 1) and is a linear combination
of terms which are of type (AU{i}) and which are products YlVi of terms rjt, where

rjt X U F' is of degree type pt, of tree type qt and of loop type rt.

Remark 4.4. Note that under the hypothesis that F]^ is of type A, one has that
fie if IK. is of type (AU ft})
0 otherwise.

Proof. For i £ there is nothing to prove, since T£ C£. For i =/= £, one has that

\—T% \—a~ etat a~ (1 - et)at,

where at is conjugation by a grouplike element. The lemma follows by applying
Femma 4.2 twice, using the above remark and the fact that the conjugate of a

product is the product of conjugates. D

Repeated application of Femma 4.3 proves the following.

Corollary 4.5. Let X Yit=i If ^^ C» ^ U Ft be of degree type p%, of tree

type qt and of loop type rt. Assume Y[Ci o{n). Then OtgaC-^ ~ Tj)(ll&)
rLeA(l ~ ej)(n&) "I" V> where r/ o(n + 1) and is a linear combination of terms
which are of type A and which are products F] rj% of terms r\% X U F' of degree

type pt, of tree type qt and of loop type rt.
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IK» if n& is of type A
Remark 4.6. Note that n,6A(l - e,)(IK0

Q

5. A bifiltration on the space of integral homology 3-spheres

We designate by <S the rational vector space with basis the set of oriented dif-
feomorphism classes of integral homology 3-spheres. This is an algebra under
connected sum. Z extends linearly to define an algebra homomorphism on <S.

Denote by Sn the universal filtration (or LMO filtration), i.e.,

We extend the Ohtsuki filtration (see below) to a bifiltration using Milnor's
filtration as follows. (See the appendix for définitions and brief discussions on
Milnor's invariants.)

Recall that we say that a link in a homology 3-sphere is admissible, if it is unit-
framed and the linking numbers of its 2-component sublinks vanish. A sublink of
an admissible link is admissible. If L J U J' C M is an admissible link, then
M(J) is a homology sphere and J' C M(J) is again admissible.

Definition 5.1. For a fixed n, define the length r Milnor filtration, <S^, to be the
subspace of <S generated by the elements [M, L], where L denotes an admissible
n-component framed link with vanishing Milnor /I-invariants of length < r.

The length two Milnor filtration, <S^, is the well known Ohtsuki filtration of S.

If M is an integral homology 3-sphere, K a knot, and (L U K) C M is an
admissible link with vanishing Milnor invariants of length < r, then the Milnor
invariants of L C M(K) vanish up to length r by Lemma A.3 of the Appendix. It
follows from the fundamental equation

[M,LUK] [M,L]-[M(K),L], (3)

that the vector spaces <S£ form a bifiltration, i.e., that <S^+1 C <S£. (That <S^+1 C
<S^ is immediate.)

We now state, in approximate historical order, and using the above notation,
the fundamental known results regarding the Ohtsuki filtration and its relation to
the LMO invariant. We recommend that the reader pause here to become familiar
with these results and with the notation.

Fundamental Known Results

2. There is a surjectwe map An(
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3O.2 ,— Ç*Oo _i_1 v *-^77 -I- 1 ¦

s2
4. The map Zn:Si —> An(0) induces a map ^3rt —> «4^(0), which is (up to

sign) a left inverse to the map in (2). Consequently, the map *4n(0) —> 2
b3n

in (2), and the induced, map ^3rt > «4n(0), are inverse isomorphisms.

5 S2 S
6. The map Z<n: ^ > *4<n(0) is an isomorphism.

Remark 5.2. Building on [Oh], (1) is proven in [GL1]. Building on [Oh] and
[GL1], (2) is proven in [GO]. (3) and (4) are proven in ([Le]), and (5) and (6)
follow inductively from (l)-(4).

In summary, the Ohtsuki and LMO flltrations agree after a shift in indexing,
and the LMO expansion, restricted to homology 3-spheres, is the universal finite
type invariant. Here, a finite type invariant in the sense of Ohtsuki is one which
vanishes on S2, for some n. Z is universal in the sense that any such finite type
invariant factors through Z<n, for some n. (More precisely, combining (1), (5),
and (6) above, one has that an invariant vanishes on <5|n+1 <5|n+2 "^3n+3 if
and only if the invariant factors through Z<n.)

6. A vanishing theorem

For a 1-manifold X, let At{X) be the quotient of A(X) obtained by considering

as relations all trivalent diagrams containing a non-simply connected, dashed

component. For a tangle T, we denote by Zf'{T) the image of Z{T) in At(X). In
particular, for a string link a, Zt(a) lies in _A*(^).

There is a coalgebra isomorphism A(£) with B(£), the Hopf algebra of ^-labeled
Chinese characters (i.e., linear combinations, modulo AS and IHX relations of
vertex-oriented uni-trivalent graphs, whose univalent vertices are labeled with
elements of the set {1,... ,£¦})¦ This isomorphism sends the primitives of A(£),
denoted V(£), to the primitives of B(£), denoted C(£), which is the span of the
connected Chinese characters.

The above isomorphism passes to a coalgebra isomorphism of Af(£) with Bf(£),
the Hopf algebra of ^-labeled forests (i.e., Chinese characters whose components are
trees). This yields an isomorphism of the primitives of «4*(^), denoted P*(^), with
the primitives of Bf'{£), denoted Cf'{£), which is the span of the Chinese characters
which are trees.

In [HM], an investigation of the relationship of the Kontsevich integral and
Milnor's invariants produced the following theorem.

Habegger-Masbaum Theorem. Let LcS3 be a 0-framed link with vanishing
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Milnor invariants of length < r + 1. Then the Kontsevich expansion, Z(L), can
he expressed as a linear combination of diagrams, none of which contain a dashed

component which is a tree of degree < r.

Lemma 6.1 below will be combined with a slight refinement (Proposition 6.3)
of the Habegger-Masbaum theorem to prove our main vanishing result, Theorem
6.5.

From equation (2), Z{[M,L\) (-ljl^^^fJUl))), for a framed link
J C S3 such that S3(J) M and L C (S3 \J)cM, provided J U L C S3 is

admissible. One key point here is that one has the liberty to choose J conveniently.
Lemma 6.1 provides such a convenient choice for J.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that M S3(J') is a homology sphere, where J' is an
admissible framed link with m components. Let L C M be a link with vanishing
Milnor invariants of length < r. Then there is an m-component link J C S3, with
M S3{J), such that L C (S3 \ J) C M, and such that all Milnor invariants of
length < r vanish for (JUL) C S3.

Lemma 6.1 is proven in the Appendix on Milnor's invariants, and has the
following corollary.

Corollary 6.2. S^ is the subspace S^(S of Sn spanned by the elements [S L],
where L is an admissible m-component framed, link (i.e., trivial pairwise linking
numbers and framing ±1 on each component), with m > n, whose Milnor ~ß-

mvariants of length < r vanish.

Proof. Clearly S^(S3) <Z Srn.

Let [M, L] be a generator of <S^, i.e., L is an admissible framed link with
> n components and vanishing Milnor invariants of length < r. By Lemma 6.1,
M S3(J) for some admissible framed link J, such that JUL C S3 has vanishing
Milnor invariants of length < r. The proof that [M, L] G S^(S3) proceeds by
induction on \J\, the number of components of J.

The result holds for \J\ 1 by Lemma A.3 of the Appendix, since in this case,
we have the fundamental equation (3) of Section 5,

[M,L] [S3(J),L} [S3,L]-[S3,Jl)L] eS^(S3).

Assume the result for \J\ < n. Let J J' U K, K a knot. Then, using the
fundamental equation, the inductive hypothesis, and Lemma A.3, we have

[S3(J),L] i(S3(J'))(K),L] [S3(J'),L] - [S3(J'),KUL] e S^S3),

which proves the inductive step. D

The following is the promised refinement of the Habegger-Masbaum Theorem.
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Proposition 6.3. Let r > 2. Let J U L be a 0-framed link in S with vanishing
Milnor invariants of length < r. Then Z(Sl(J U L)) has the following properties.
1. Z(Sl(J U L)) can be expressed as a linear combination of diagrams, none of

which contain a dashed component which is a tree of degree < r, and
2. each such diagram has at least two vertices on each component of L.

Proof. Let ajUaL be a string link such that ajTJaL JUL. By [HM], Zf<r(ajU
<tl) 1. It follows (as in [HM], see also the proof of Theorem 7.1 below) that
Z((jj U aL) - 1 is of tree type r. Z(6L(J U L)) is the image, in <A(T]f=1 S;1), of
the result of multiplying Z{5aL{aj Uct^)) by V£ (Useful Fact 2). Since V£ is a sum
of diagrams without trees, part (1) of the Proposition follows from Corollary 4.5,
which also gives that each diagram has at least one vertex on each component of
L.

Since r > 2, there are no dashed components without internal vertices. It
follows that each non-zero diagram must have at least two vertices on each
component of L, since the STU relation implies that a term with only one vertex on
a solid circle, which is not the vertex of a chord, must be zero. (To see this, push
an internal vertex next to a solid circle to the solid circle using the STU relation.
The result is the difference of 2 terms, each having 2 vertices on the circle. As
these vertices may be interchanged, up to isotopy, the 2 terms are the same and
hence their difference is zero.) D

For a real number n, let [n] denote the greatest integer < n.

Lemma 6.4. Let T be a uni-tnvalent graph. Suppose F has at least 2n external
vertices, and that each tree component has at least 2r vertices. Then F has at least

internal vertices.

Proof. By an Euler characteristic counting argument, every tree with 2s vertices
has s + 1 external vertices and s — 1 internal vertices, and thus 2 fewer internal
vertices than external vertices. Every component which is not a tree has at least
as many internal vertices as external vertices.

Let k be the number of tree components. If k < [-^rj], then since by hypothesis
there are at least 2n external vertices, there are at least 2n — 2k > 2n — 2[^pr]
internal vertices. Suppose k > [^rj]- Then since each tree component has at least

r — 1 internal vertices, one has that there are at least

k(r - 1) > ([^] + l)(r - 1) > 2n - 2[-^] - 1

internal vertices. D
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Theorem 6.5 is the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 6.5. Let r > 2. Let L C M be an admissible n-component link with
vanishing Milnor Ji-mvariants of length < r. Then

That is,

In particular, S^n C Sn.

Proof. By Lemma 6.1 above, there is a link JcS3 with M S3(J), such that
L C (S*3 \ J) G M and such that all Milnor invariants of length < r vanish for
JU L C S*3. (Here, JU L has unit-framing and Jo U Lq denotes the same link but
with zero framing.) By Proposition 6.3, each term in the expansion Z(Sl( Jq ULq))
has at least two vertices on each component of L, no dashed component of which
is a tree of degree < r. By Lemma 6.4, each summand has at least 2n — 2[^pj-] — 1

internal vertices. The result follows from Lemma 3.5. D

Remark 6.6. For r 2, Theorem 6.5 is the Fundamental Result (3) of Section
5. For r 3, this gives <S|n C Sn. Using Fundamental Result (5), the inclusion
<S|n C Sn is equivalent to the main theorem of [H], which was proven geometrically,
without mention of the LMO invariant.

7. Realization results

In this section we prove a realization theorem which is a partial converse to the
vanishing Theorem 6.5.

Suppose a collection of k connected uni-trivalent graphs, I\, has a total of 2£

univalent vertices labeled with elements of the set {1,... ,£}, where each of the £

labels occurs exactly twice. The amalgam of the graphs F^ is the trivalent graph
obtained by joining the univalent vertices in pairs according to their labels.

We define the amalgamation map

A:Vnx{£) x...xVtnk(£)= C^i) x...xC^)^ An(<D)

to be the map which sends collections of Chinese characters which are trees to the
amalgam of these trees if together they have exactly 2 univalent vertices of each

label, and sends the collection to zero otherwise. One has that 2£ — k Sn^, and
that n £ + k.

In the following theorem, we use the symbol 1 to denote both the trivial string
link and 1 G Aq(X). The usage should be clear from context.
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Theorem 7.1. Let £ -A(£i,... £&) € «4^(0) be the amalgam of the primitive
elements £t € A^ Let at C D X / be £-component zero framed string links such

thatZt(al) l+£j + o(|nj| + l). Assume in addition that Z(at) l + o(nt — m+1),
where m is the minimum of the nt. Then

where L_|_i denotes the link L, with positive one framing on each component.

Remark 7.2. This theorem is a generalization of the case (considered by Le)
where the at are split unions of a trivial string link and a Borromean string link.
This special case was used to prove Fundamental Result (4). Note that if all the

nt are the same, the condition Z(at) 1 + o(nt —m+1) is automatically satisfied.
In particular, we have the following special case.

Theorem 7.3. Let â G S be the closure of an (.-component 0-framed string link a.
Let <r_|_i denote the same link, but with +1 framing on every component. Suppose
the Milnor invariants of length < 21 — 2 of â vanish. Then Z(\S <T-|-i]) o{£ — 1)

and
Zi_l{[S\à+l})=A{Zt2l_l{a)),

where A:T>2£_\{£) C^-lW —y ^-l(0) ts the amalgamation map described, above.

Remark 7.4. The hypothesis of vanishing Milnor invariants implies that, Zt(a)
1 + o(2£- 1) and hence that -Zr^-ld0") is primitive (see [HM], Remark 2.2). Moreover,

in [HM], ¦Z'2£-l(<T) was identified with Milnor's invariants of length 2£ of
a.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. We set X Tjf=i h and A {1,... ,(}.
We claim that

where r\ consists of a linear combination of terms of type A which are products
Y\ rjt of terms rjt X U I\, where I\ is of degree type nt — m + 1 and tree type
nt, and such that not every I\ is a tree of degree nt. To see this, note that (see

[HM]), one has that Z(at) exp{Q + ^), where Q & + o(nt + 1) is a linear
combination of diagrams whose dashed graphs are trees, and ^ o(nt —m+1)
is a linear combination of diagrams whose dashed graphs are connected, none of
which is a tree. It follows that Z(at) £4 + r]t, where r]t is a linear combination of
terms of degree type nt — m + 1 and tree type nl, none of which has dashed graph
a tree of degree nt.

Since Z(ÖA n(<7, - 1)) SA(U(Z(at) - 1)), with ÖA FI^aI1 -r3), the claim
is a direct application of Corollary 4.5.
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By Useful Fact 2 and the definition of Z, one obtains Z(öA((Y\(at — 1))) by
multiplying Z(SA Yl(ai ~ 1)) by the element v®lvg to get a new element of A(£)
and taking the image in *4(]Jî=i Sj). Note that v®^vn 1 + o(l) and is a sum

of terms without trees by Useful Fact 4. Thus Z(ôA((Y[(a-t — 1))) is the image in

jeA
where rj' satisfies the same conditions as rj.

By the same argument used in Proposition 6.3, the map to *4(]Jî=i S}) kills
any term in the above expression with just one vertex on some component. Thus
we may eliminate each term in the above expression which does not have at least
2 vertices on every component. Note that the expression IljeA^ ~ej)(ll&) is the
sum of those terms in F] £4 with at least one vertex on each component. Let tt(FJ £4)

be the sum of those terms in F]^ with at least two vertices on each component.
Thus we have that Z(6A((\[((7% - 1))) is the image in <A(T]f=1 S}) of

¦) + v",

where rj" satisfies the same conditions as rj and each term F] rjt in rj" has at least
2 vertices on every component.

Note that any term in tt(FJ^) has exactly 2 vertices on each component, and

exactly 2n internal vertices, since it is a linear combination of products of k terms
with degree n\,... ,rik, whose dashed components are trees. We claim that the
terms YlVi m v" have strictly more than 2n internal vertices. To see this, note
that since any such term has at least 2£ external vertices, if it had <2n 2£ — 2k
internal vertices, it's dashed graph would have to contain at least k trees (see the
proof of 6.4). Let / be the collection of indices in {1,... ,k} for which F^ does not
contain a tree. Note that if / 0, then each F^ contains a tree which contributes
at least nt — l internal vertices and if F^ has exactly nt — l internal vertices, then it
is a tree of degree nl. Since not all the F^ are trees of degree nl, the total number
of internal vertices is > S(n^ — 1) 2n in this case. Thus we may assume that
7^0. For all i in /, we have that the degree of F^ is > nt — m + 1, and since
Fj does not contain a tree, F^ contributes at least nt — m + 1 internal vertices.
For each index i not in /, F^ contains at least one tree which contributes at least

nt — 1 internal vertices. This accounts for k — \I\ trees. The remaining |/| trees
must have at least m—\ internal vertices each. Thus the total number of internal
vertices is at least ^te{l, ,k}\i(ni — 1) + ^iei((ni — m + 1) + (m — 1)\I\ > 2n.

Thus we have shown that any term in Z{5A{(Y\{o'% — 1))), other than those
in tt(FJ^), must have strictly more internal vertices than 2n. It follows from

equations (1) and (2) that Z([S3, (Yl(at - 1)+J) o{n) and that
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(since by Useful Fact (7) of Section 2, the denominator in equation (1) satisfies

To compute Z{6A{(Y[{^T- 1))+1)), we multiply Z (ÖA((U(^T-1)))) by e$,

along each component. Proceeding as in Section 5 of [Le], since in decreases degree
by n£ and annihilates any summand with < 2n vertices on any component, and
since the terms in 7r(FJ^) each have two vertices on each component of Yir=l ^;
the only terms having > 2n vertices on each component in degree n(£ + 1) are
obtained by multiplying 7r(FJ^) and the degree n — 1 term in each exponential,
e2. Thus we have

where 7 consists of 7r(FJ^) together with n — 1 trivial chords added to each solid

component of Yi,,=i 1% ¦ Applying in replaces each pair of external vertices of a term
in Tr(rj^) by a dashed chord connecting them, and multiplies by ((—2)n~1(n —

l)\)e. (This follows from the définition of un in [LMO], as the element T%n consists
of n dashed chords and all resulting circle components are replaced by —2n. See

also Lemma 5.4 of [Le].) This yields £, proving the theorem. D

The following Theorems are application of the results in this paper. They will
appear with proof along with other applications in [HO].

The following application of Theorem 7.3 is a slight refinement of a result
announced in [Le], which states that a degree n primitive can be realized as the
first non-vanishing term of surgery on an n-component link.

Theorem 7.5. (Compare with [Le].) Let £ G «4^(0) be primitive and represented,
by a connected graph T. Then there is a knot K C S with +1 framing, such that

Z(S3(K)) 1 + (-l)"+1e + o(n + 1).

There are numerous questions that naturally arise regarding our bifiltration on
the space of homology three spheres. (See Définition 5.1.) Recall that after rein-
dexing, the Ohtsuki and LMO filtrations agree, i.e, <S|n Sn (see the Fundamental
Result (5)). The following is also true.

Theorem 7.6. <S|n Sn

Thus the LMO, Ohtsuki and length 3 Milnor filtration all agree after indexing
changes.

We conclude the paper with another question regarding our bifiltration that is

suggested by the vanishing Theorem 6.5.
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Question. Are any of the inclusions S® C <S~ C f\NS^ C S%n+r+1 C S%n+r C
Sn equalities, r > 0? In particular, is <S„ Sn ?*

Appendix A. Milnor's invariants

This appendix is divided into two sections. The first gives a brief account of
Milnor's /I-mvariants for string links in homology balls and links in homology
spheres. Although some of this is new to the literature, it is all folklore, and the
proofs are only outlined. The second section contains some new results that were
needed in this paper.

A.I. Definitions and folklore

Let a C -B3 be a string link of £ components in a homology 3-ball. By connecting
a collection of meridional circles to the base point by pairwise disjoint paths, one
gets a homology equivalence </>: V£S^ —> Ea, where Ea is the exterior of a. Let
F F{£) be the free group on £ generators, the fundamental group of V^S*1, and
let it be the fundamental group of Ea. Then by Stalling's theorem [St], </> induces

an isomorphism
F tt

for all positive integers k. Here, Gk is the kth lower central subgroup of the group
G defined by G\ G, and inductively Cfc+i [G, Gk] is the group of commutators
of G and G]..

The link exterior of a is a union of the string link exterior Ea, with a trivial
string link exterior. By Van Kampen's theorem, we get the following presentation
due to Milnor [Ml], where Fk means the k fold commutators in the generators

xi,... ,x£, and A^ is a word in the generators representing the ith longitude of the
link mod tt^.

— {x!,...,x,| [x,,A,], i l,..-A Fk}. (4)
TTfc

To define the length k Milnor /^invariant, JI(ii, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,ik), of the string link a,
choose n > k and consider the quotient -^- in the meridional generators. Then

/l(ti,... ik) is the coefficient of tui ¦ ¦ •ttfc_1 in the Magnus expansion of Atfc (see

[Ml], [M2] and [MKS]).
As an immediate application of Magnus' work on the lower central series of the

free group, Milnor observes that the longitudes of a are trivial in ^- if and only if
all /I-invariants for a of length < k vanish.

The equality 5^ Sn, has been recently proven by Gussarov.
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For a link L C M3, in a homology 3-sphere M3, the Milnor /I-invariants are
defined to be the corresponding /I-invariants of any string link a such that a L.
These integers depend on the choice of the string link a with a L but are
independent of these choices in a quotient of the integers depending only on the
values of Milnor invariants of lower length. In particular, the invariants of first
nonvanishing degree are well defined integer valued invariants (see [Ml] and [M2]).

An easy argument using the Magnus expansion proves the following well known
lemma, whose proof we omit.

Lemma A.I. All Milnor invariants of a link L C M of length < k vanish if and

only if -p- -^- for n < k -\- 1.

Definition A.2. In the above case, we say iri(M\ L) has free nilpotent quotients
of length < k + 1.

Lemma A.3. Let (LUJ)cMbe an admissible framed link in a homology sphere

M, and let L' C M(L) be the dual link (i.e., L' is the link for which surgery undoes

surgery on L). Suppose all JL-mvanants of length < r vanish for L U J. Then all
JL-mvariants of length < r vanish for L' U J C M(L) (and in particular for any
sublink ofL'UJ, e.g. J).

Proof. As observed in Lemma A.I, the /I-invariants of length < r vanish for a link
if and only if the fundamental group of the link complement has free nilpotent
quotients of length < r + 1. In particular, this is a function of the fundamental
group of the complement of the link alone. D

Lemma A.4. If L' <Z M is a link in a homology 3-sphere with vanishing Milnor
invariants of length < r — I, then there is a link L C S*3 with the same Milnor
invariants of length < r.

Proof In [O], it was shown that the links in S*3 with vanishing Milnor invariants
of length < k — 1, modulo equivalence if they possess the same length k invariants,

form a free abelian group of rank mNk — N^i, where m is the number of
components, and Nk is the rank of FFfc This computed the number of (linearly

fc-|-l

independent) Milnor invariants of a given length. In [HL], this group was identified
with a free abelian group /C, where /C is the kernel of the homomorphism

which sends (Ai,... Am) \-+ FJ[xj, A^].
To see that any element in /C is realized, one uses an Orr-type construction (see

[HL]). To see that the longitudes always lie in /C, one represents the link as the
closure of a string link. After removing a neighborhood of the string link, one has
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a 3-manifold with boundary a closed surface. The top cell of this surface gives the
needed relation. This latter argument also works for links in any homology sphere
showing the longitudes lie in /C, proving the result. D

Remark A.5. In fact, links in a fixed homology sphere realize exactly the same
Milnor invariants as links in a sphere. To see this, just note that any link in the
sphere lies in a ball and hence can be considered as lying in the given homology
sphere.

A.2. Some Lemmas

Given a multi-index /, we denote the multiplicity of i in / by mt(I). Given a
uni-trivalent graph F with vertices labeled by integers, we denote the multiplicity
of the integer i in this graph by mt(T).

The following proposition makes extensive use of the realization techniques
via integration of links developed by Cochran [Cl]. It is a straightforward
generalization of a result due to Cochran, [C2]. For a link L and a multi-index
/ (ni,... ,nit), we denote ~ß{n\,... n^) by (j,l(I).

Proposition A.6. Let L C S be an (.-component link whose Milnor invariants
of length < r — 1 vanish. Let rnl € N, i 1,.. he such that Yjmx r. Let
A {i \mt =/= 0}. Then there is a string link a a\ U U <7£ such that
1. the sub-string link a' Uie^at is a Brunnian string link,
2. the string link a — a' is a split trivial subhnk of a,
o _ ,Ts { Ml(-0 ifml(I) ml,foralli
3. j-ia{l) <

[ 0 otherwise.
In particular, the individual components of a are unknotted.

Proof. According to Cochran [Cl], any Milnor invariant JI(I) is a linear combination

of equivalency classes of "linkings", Ap, i.e. ~fi(I) SnpAp. Here the F are
simply connected, uni-trivalent graphs (i.e., trees), whose univalent vertices are
labeled with exactly those indices occurring in /, and with the same multiplicities,
i.e., mt(I) mt(T) for all i. The higher order linking number functions Ap and
the coefficients np do not depend on the link L.

Let a,i ~fiL(I). Then the system of equations a/ Snp^p has an integral
solution in the variables (-p given by the values Ap(L) of the higher order linkings
of the link L.

Consider the system of equations in the variables (-p

0 Snp^p f°r all I such that mt(I) ^ m% for some i
ai Snp^p f°r all / such that mt(I) m% for all i.

Notice that this system of equations has an integral solution given by (-p Ap(£)
if mt(T) mt for all i, and £p 0 if mt(T) ^ mt for some i.
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Using such solutions, Cochran shows in [C2], pages 652-3, how to construct a
link realizing the above solution and satisfying the desired conditions.

Specifically, Cochran constructs certain links _Bp C S*3 obtained by Bing
doubling the Hopf link, (or the Whitehead link, if F admits an order 2 symmetry),
connecting the components with the same label and adding trivial components
if necessary. This link is either Brunnian or the split union of a Brunnian link
and a trivial link, and may be taken to be the closure of a string link with the
same properties. These links come equipped with a system of Seifert surfaces for
which Ap/(_Bp) 1, if F F', and 0 otherwise. Thus ßI(B-p) 0, if for some i,
m,(/)^m,(r).

Cochran shows that there is a linear combination Snp-Br with the same lowest
order Milnor invariants as L. The subsum taken over all equivalency classes of
trees, F, with mt(T) mt for all i, yields a link with the desired properties.
Replacing link by string link, and connected sum by product of string links, yields
the stated result.

1) holds since a product of Brunnian string links is Brunnian. 2) holds since no
nontrivial linkings are associated to indexing sets / with mt(I) 0. 3) holds by
the additivity of the first non-vanishing Milnor invariants under products of string
links. D

Proposition A.6 has a number of interesting corollaries.

Corollary A.7. Let L U K C S be a link with vanishing Milnor invariants
of length < r — 1, where K C S*3 is a knot and where L has vanishing Milnor
invariants of length < r. Then there is a string link a U a', whose closure has

Milnor invariants which agree with those of LU K up to length < r, where a is a

trivial string link and a' is a trivial 1-component string link.

Proof. Since all /I-invariants of L of length < r vanish, if / is any multi-index such
that Jbj(L U K) ^ 0, then me(I) ^ 0, where £ is the index of the knot K. Take
the product of the string links given in Proposition A.6 corresponding to those
collections mt € N,i 1,... ,£, such that T,mt r and such that rri£ ^ 0. This
yields a string link with the same Milnor invariants as L U K by the additivity
of the first non-vanishing Milnor invariants. Every term in this product is the
split union of a Brunnian string link containing the component corresponding to
K, and a trivial string link. Removing the component corresponding to K thus
gives a trivial string link by condition 1) of Proposition A.6 and, moreover, the
component corresponding to K is trivial. D

Proposition A.8. Let K C M he a knot in a homology sphere M. Let LL)K C M
be a link such that all Milnor Jl-mvariants of L of length < r vanish. Then K is
isotopic in M to a knot K' such that L U K' has vanishing Milnor invariants of
length < r.
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Proof Clearly the result holds for r 2, since linking numbers may be changed
locally by changing crossings

Assume inductively it holds for r — 1, where r > 2 Thus we may assume that
LU K has vanishing Milnor invariants up to length r — 1

Changing the orientation of L and taking the mirror image gives a link whose
first non-vanishing Milnor invariants are the negatives of the Milnor invariants of
LU K Thus, by Lemma A 4 and Corollary A 7, we can find a string link a U a'
whose Milnor invariants are the negatives of those of LUK, and such that a and a'
are trivial By additivity of the first non-vanishing Milnor invariants, the closure
of the product of a U a' with a string link version of L U K has vanishing Milnor
invariants of length < r Since both a and a' are trivial, this modification leaves

the link L and the knot K unchanged, up to isotopy D

Proof of Lemma 6.1. Let M M'(K') for some knot K' C M', and let L C M
be a link with vanishing Milnor invariants of length < r Let K" denote the dual
of K' By Proposition A 8, K" is isotopic m M to a knot K'", where L U K'"
has vanishing Milnor invariants of length < r Since K'" is isotopic to K" m M,
M{K'") M' Let K be the dual of K'" Then M'{K) M By Lemma A 3,

LU K C M' has vanishing Milnor invariants of length < r Taking M' S3, this
also proves the lemma for the case m 1

Assume inductively the case m — 1 If M S3(J'), with J' admissible, J'
K' U J", K' a knot, set M' S3(J") Then M M'(K') By the previous
paragraph, there is if C M' such that M'(K) M, with L U K C M' having
vanishing Milnor invariants of length < r Applying the inductive hypothesis to
LUK C M' yields a link J"' C S3 with m- 1 components such that LUKUJ'" C
S*3 has vanishing Milnor invariants of length < r, and S3(J'") M' Then
J=KU J1" satisfies the lemma, since S3(KU J'") S3(J'")(K) M'{K) M
D
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